
EXPERIENCE LEVEL: Beginner       MATERIAL FEE: $25

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTION 
We will begin by learning to warp a pipe frame loom and start with the basics of meet and separate technique 
as used by traditional European tapestry studios. Then we will move on to learn how to create angles, squares 
and curves, create shading by using pick’n’pick, hatching and hachure adding some eccentric weft as time 
allows. Students will complete a small sampler of techniques that they can keep for future reference along with 
the outline provided.

CONTACT INFORMATION 

njdugger@bellsouth.net

STUDENT SUPPLY LIST
  scissors
    pencil
    open mind
    patience

Basic Tapestry 
Techniques for 

Beginners
with Nancy Dugger

 INCLUDED IN MATERIAL FEE        
     Notebook with class outline   
 and some technique diagrams
  copper pipe frame
  cotton seine twine for warp
  wool weft yarn.

ABOUT NANCY: I began weaving in the 60’s at the Cleveland 
Institute of Art and expanded into tapestry, learning Navajo 
weaving in the 70’s. I moved to Georgia in 1980 and found I 
had to make a living another way. Eventually I entered Georgia 
State to finish a Bachelor’s Degree of Fine Art specializing 
in textiles and surface design. I then began a new career 
designing commercial high-end carpet for Tai Ping and moved 
to Calhoun in 1995. Hours of creating on the computer didn’t 
allow much energy for creating at home, thus resulting in a long 
hiatus from weaving. After 17 years in the carpet world I retired 
to pursue my love of handweaving and was then reacquainted 
with tapestry. Through the weavers guild I learned the more 
accepted techniques used in Europe by taking workshops 
with well-known tapestry weavers like Tommye Scanlin, Archie 
Brennan, and Susan Martin Maffai. I have been teaching 
through the Chattahoochee Handweavers Guild and private 
workshops for about five years. I enter shows occasionally, 
but basically weave and teach for my own enjoyment and to 
promote the creative craft of tapestry.


